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Revolutionizing the Payments Industry 
with aurionPro’s Payment Hub

Bird's Eye View of Payments
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remote or rural geographies, providing Banking payments
services to a whole new set of customers. With all of Fraud and laundering management features
these valuable offerings, the NPCI will play a major Incoming and outgoing payment transparency
role in the growth of the Banking and Payments Integration of ERP applications with Banks’ core 
Industry while lowering overall transaction costs. Banking systems

Single dashboard of Corporate terminals
Enabling the processing of direct debits, bill 

The Payments Industry is advancing at an incredible view, etc.
pace in India and other emerging economies, as well 
as in established markets such as the U.S. and 
Europe. aurionPro’s Payments Hub provides all of the Integration of payments applications across 
Corporate and Retail payments capabilities Banks
necessary for Banks and other Financial Services Achieving 100% STP and streamlining of 
companies to compete in this ever-changing business processes
environment. This centralized application framework Enterprise-level scalability 
connects seamlessly with various Banking Reducing time to market with new products
applications, payment platforms and messaging Transparency in customer interactions
applications, supporting channels such as NPCI, Improved control of transaction processing
SWIFT, RTGS, NEFT, ATM switch, Corporate Increased speed of on-boarding new customers, 
portals, electronic portals, and mobile Banking. It resulting in improved customer satisfaction

Multiple delivery channels and prebuilt adapters

was developed in a modular fashion and also offers 
critical cash management functionality that can 
seamlessly connect to core Banking, treasury, credit 
card systems, trade finance, SAP, and more.

Consolidation of diverse payment streams into 
one c e n t r a l l y  m a n a g e d  
platform

Visibility of payment status, providing 
monitoring, trend analysis, MIS reporting 
a n d  l i q u i d i t y  m a n a g e m e n t  
capabilities

Payment life-cycle management
Customer interaction, order management and 

payment execution
Support of Payments gateways including EFT, 

RTGS, S W I F T  a n d  m o b i l e  

v
v
v

v
aurionPro’s Payment Hub v

Benefits include:

v

v

v
v
v
v
v

v

Features of aurionPro’s Payment Hub include: 

v

v

v
v
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Mr. Banesh Prabhu 
Chief Executive Officer & Chairman

Chairman's Message

t is my pleasure to report aurionPro’s annual results global technology solutions company employing 
for our 2010 fiscal year, operating from April 1, more than 1200 employees worldwide today. He I2010 through March 31, 2011. It was quite an has led an amazing journey to this point and will 

exciting period during which rising optimism was remain involved with aurionPro as a Board Director 
visible as the global economy improved while to ensure that our incredible growth trajectory 
beginning to come out of the financial crisis. Our continues.
outstanding sales and operating performance reflect Although I have only been officially working 
this optimism. Revenues for the financial year grew with the company for a short period of time, I have 
25.85% over fiscal year 2009, growing to 423.73 been closely observing aurionPro’s business and 
crores ($94.82 million USD), with net profits reaching performance over the last five years. During that 
49.96 crores ($11.14 million USD). time aurionPro has assembled a complementary 

This was also an exhilarating year for me portfolio of software products and consulting 
personally as I stepped into the roles of Chief Executive services, along with a world class Management 
Officer and Chairman of the Board in January 2011. Team. This has enabled us to take advantage of a 
After 23 years as a senior executive, managing various myriad of growth opportunities presenting 
international markets in Citibank Operations and themselves as the various geographies surface 
Technology as the Global Operations Head for their from a difficult recessionary period. Our focus on 
International Consumer business, I can clearly see how some of the most rapidly evolving industries such 
aurionPro’s product suites and expert-level consulting as Banking, Payments, Capital Markets, and 
services can help companies achieve significant Logistics, while geographically positioning 
efficiencies. I am truly excited for the years ahead and ourselves to take advantage of the continued surge 
for the opportunity to help drive the continued growth in growth in markets such as India, Southeast Asia, 
of aurionPro. the Middle East, North Africa, and North America, 

I would also like to take the opportunity to has set us up extraordinarily well to continue to 
recognize and thank Sanjay Desai, previous Chairman meet our annual growth targets.
of the Board, for his unwavering dedication and aurionPro has proven strong growth over the 
commitment to aurionPro. Due to the leadership of past year, delivering software solutions that drive 
Sanjay and the other Executive Management Team efficiencies in the secure exchange of information, 
members, the company has evolved from a small, financial assets, and goods across the globe. 
niche, India banking-focused technology business, to a Implemented at more than 300 clients, these 

Dear Shareholders,

“We are quite optimistic 

about our ability to capture 

new and expanding 

opportunities in the year 

ahead, and on behalf of all 

of us at aurionPro, I would 

like to thank you for your 

continued support.



solutions are almost equally split between software domain and technology resources in the industry to 
product deployments and consulting service initiatives. ensure that implementations are successful each 

Approximately 55% of our business originated and every time. Our Capital Markets experts have 
from the United States, 40% from India and Asia, and successfully developed low latency, native 
5% from EMEA. It is core to aurionPro’s business plan connectivity to markets including: the Tokyo Stock 
to actively focus on increasing our geographical reach Exchange, the Singapore Exchange and the 
through dedicated Sales and Alliances teams that are Singapore Mercantile Exchange, the New York 
driving towards expanded revenue targets. Many of the Stock Exchange, the Abu Dhabi Securities 
Financial Services companies in these regions currently Exchange, the Dubai Gold and Commodities 
lag behind in “digitalization” of their services. In order Exchange, and Euronext among many others. 
to remain competitive, they will need to focus on Additional focus on expanding our presence in 
mobility, payments, and richness of content and North America has proven successful over the past 
information, all of which are core focus areas that year, and we are expecting continued growth into 
aurionPro has proven, deep domain expertise in. 2012. 
Looking ahead, aurionPro is expecting to see consistent 

Information Security & Management services growth during our fiscal year 2011 across our main 
Our expert-level consulting businesses focusing on business lines: 
Information Security, Web Solutions and 

Payments solutions Enterprise Content Management, Mobile 
Electronic and mobile payment solutions dominate the Application Development, Enterprise Applications, 
technology media headlines as banks, payment and Business Intelligence, are all expected to grow 
processors, and High Tech companies rush to define consistently through FY12. Much of this is due to 
their Payments strategies. The aurionPro Payment the optimistic outlook of our Financial Services, 
Framework solution includes an integrated payment High Tech, and Healthcare customers as the global 
utility capability that goes beyond Consumer Payments economy stabilizes after the financial crisis. 
by addressing Small Business and Corporate needs for Specifically, demand for higher-end consulting 
Cash Management, Treasury, and Risk Management. services has grown significantly in the first half of 
aurionPro has productized several Payments-related 2011 and our deep partnerships with top-tier 
software offerings that will enable our customers to get enterprise software vendors including Oracle, with 
to market more efficiently and we are expecting whom we have become the first U.S. Consulting 
continued strong revenue growth across our Payments Firm to achieve Oracle “Specialized” status in 
software and consulting offerings. The aurionPro Identity Administration and Analytics, IBM, 
Payment Framework is capable of interfacing with Microsoft, OpenText, and EMC, are paying huge 
various payment networks, including: Cards – Debit & dividends as we directly benefit from the increased 
C r e d i t ,  F u nd s  T r a n s f e r s ,  R em i t t a n c e s ,  number of software implementation projects that 
e-commerce, m-commerce, ATM networks, Check result from improved software sales. Maintaining 
clearing, etc. our industry leading experience and talent levels 

will be a primary focus as we plan to acquire and 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) solutions retain top consulting resources to support the 
Our SCM software suite, SCMProfit, has demonstrated anticipated growth. 
aggressive growth as our Software as a Service (SaaS) Although the global economy will continue to 
model is gaining significant traction and adoption be tested in the near term, demand for technology 
across the industry. New business partnerships in solutions that help companies operate more 
North America are anticipated to increase our efficiently has undeniably increased. aurionPro’s 
geographical reach while upcoming R&D investments deep expertise across many emerging industries, 
will be used to evolve SCMProfit’s user experience and along with the cloud-based, web, and mobile 
to enhance mobile features, both of which will help to solutions offered through our product suites, will 
maintain our leadership position in the industry. The help to ensure our continued growth path. Our 
product has best-in-class capabilities that include:  mature partnerships and certifications with top tier 
order management, warehouse management, and technology companies will also play a large part in 
freight management, providing monitoring and expanding our geographic and industry reach most 
exception case handling through complete visibility into effectively. 
a client’s orders, inventory positions, delivery status, We are quite optimistic about our ability to 
and in-transit details. capture new and expanding opportunities in the 

year ahead, and on behalf of all of us at aurionPro, I 
Capital Markets solutions & services would like to thank you for your continued support.
aurionPro’s domain expertise across the Capital 
Markets industry is second to none. Our deep 
partnerships with trading technology providers such as 

Sincerely,Orc Software has enabled us to develop highly valued 
Banesh Prabhusoftware add-ons while providing the most experienced 
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